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INTRODUCTION

THE APPLICATION OF INDUCTION MOTORS.

In order that the proper motor for a given service

may be chosen it becomes necessary to study and know

the requirements and characteristics of the machine which

may be used for that purpose. When these are known the

selection of that one which is best adapted for the use

to which it is to be put may be made.

The two great classes into which we divide the poly-

phase induction machine may be designated as the constant
0./Y.11

Variable speed motors.
A

In studying the characteristic curve of these mach-

ines we find that the speed drops gradually with the in-

crease of torque from synochronisrn or constant speed

until a maximtn torque is reached. Any increase in load

cannot then be overcome by the torque, and consequently

both the latter and the speed deminish until the mach-

ine stops. The percentage drop* from constant speed is

the per cent slip. As this is proportional to the copper

losses it is evident that an increase in it will cause

a decrease in efficiency.

The constant speed type of motor is one that has a

ninimum slip and therefore the best speed regulation a d

efficiency for various loads. The average slip for a

large motor is not great and will not exceed 2% and for

smaller machines it increases as the horse power de-

creases sometimes reaoLing 5 to 10% for very small powers.
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If speed regulation were the only feature to be taken

care of the slip could be made lowerthan it generally is

for the average constant speed motor, but good starting

torque and low starting current is the line depends di-

rectly on the slip. For this reason in order to obtain

a fairly good starting torque and to limit the maximiim

starting current a greater slip is allowed than would be

necessary to obtain small starting torque, large start-

ing current and the best possible speed regulation. There

are applications, however, where low starting torque

only is required, such as motoPgenerators, which are

started up unloaded or from the generator side, for mo-

tors operating pumps and air compressors etc.

But usually the constant speed is req uired to devel-

op a starting torque of from one and a quarter to twice

that of full load, and the corresponding starting cur-

rent may vary form approximately four and one-half to

seven times that of a full toad. Machines whioh fulfill

these requirements are made with a regulattenthat is

satisfactory for nearly all classes of constant speed

work. The maximim running torque may vary from approx-

imately two and a quarter to three times that of full

load, depending on size of machine.

In that class of service which requires fairly con-

stant power for a long period of time, good speed reg-

ulation, infrequent starting, and only average startint

torque, the constant speed motor is adapted.
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A few examples are wood-working machinery,lathes, bor-

ing mills, motor generator sets, driving line shafting,

fans, etc.

The variable speed motor has a very largeOlip and

therefore a large variation in speed for changes in tor-

que;is a maxirt starting with a minimum current. Mach-

ones of tilis type are sometimes designed to have a speed-

torque curve that approaches a stratght line. Such ac-

tors are usually made to develop a starting torque of

not less than two and one half times that of full load,

throsAMEAalgu=111MVERWAMMINX, while the current under

these conditions is about four times the full load

value.

A motor of this kind should be used where frequent

severe starts are necessary, where variations in tor-

que and steed are great as on hoists,elevators,

punches, shears, reciptoeting machines, etc. In case

of apparatus where stops are frequent and quick it is

advisable to us motors of slow speed and light weight

of rotor in order to secure the minimum inertia. of

the rotating parts.

Although the efficiency of the variable speed motor

at full load is less than that of one of the constant

speed type, yet as it only runs a short time at full

load"this is not of as much importance as the effic-

iency when starting, which is higher than that of the

former machine.



In planing the installation of electric machinery

in a manufacturing plant, factory or mill the question

arises as to whether a synchronous or non synchronous

motor would be best adapted for the work. An expOn-

e4lint of induction motors would naturally claim

that his machine is the best and the following are some

of the reasons.

In places where dust and gases are in the atmosph-

ere the sparking of the brushes may set fire to the

inflamable matters in the air and thereby cause expensi-

ve explosions. In an induction motor there is no spark-

ing and consequently no danger from this cause.

A synchronous motor has a single definite speed, at

other speeds its torque is very small and the current

is very large; while a non synchronous machine may be

designed for a practically constant speed with a large

torque for lower speeds; for variable speed, for ele-

vators and hoists; or for several definite speeds by

the changing of the number of poles.

An ordinary motor is brought to speed with out any

load, which must be thrown in by a friction clutch or

other means. Exciting and starting devices, which some-

times are quite complex must be used. In an induction

motor the switch of auto-transformer is thrown to

to starting and then to running position; the machine

starts its load without the help of other apparatus.

The field winding of a common motor contains many
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turns and is liable to accident from field discharge if

exciting current is suddenly broken, The secondary of

a induction machine is short circuited and is consequence

dangers from the above sources are eliminated.

The synchronous motor and its operation are complex

and involves many possibilities of accidents, it also

requires skill and care on tl_e part of the attendant for

starting, for readjusting, and for keeping the various

brushes and auxiliary apparatus in order. The induction-

motor on the other hand, is very simple and reliable, arid

requires cn experience or electrical skill on e part

of the person care for it and there is little or nothing

to get out of order either through catiessness or desigia.

The power factor varies with the load, but is de-

finite and is practically independent of wave form and

hurting. The machine has no wave form of its own to im-

press upon the circuit but has a tendency to smooth out

any curves that is not a true Sine. It also has a damp-

pening effect upon fluctuation in frequency. It does not

generate currents when there is a short circuit and gen-

erate no MT when it is disconnected from the lines.

14+,1!-41:4444.14#-Plgif
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THEORY OF THE INDUCTION MOTOR.

An induction or non-synchronous motor i8 one in

which the part called the rotor in which the currents

are induced is entirely disconnected from the supply

mains and receives its currents not by conduction but

by induction. It is in every sense a specie of trans-

former. The stator or part which we will designate as

the field in this discussion corresponds tc the primary

of a transformer and the rotor, which we will designate

as knature to the secondary.

The difference between an induction motor and a trans-

former being that in the latter the cedondary is fixed in

regard to the primary while in the former it is not. In

the transformer the electric energy induced in the sec-

ondary is made use of while in the induction motor the

imelaBeiPEEigeglICT the secondary is moveable and the mech-

anical force acting between the primary and secondary is

used.

In consequence thereof the frequency of the current

flowing in the secondary of the induction motor differs

from, and as a rule is very much lower than that of the

purrents impressed upon the primary and thus the ratio of

the electric-motive forces induced in the primary and in

the secondary is not the ratio of their respective turns,

but is the ratio of the product of turns and frequency.

In its electrical behaviour on the input side the

poly-phase induction motor is the exact electro-magnetic



equiValent of a stationary transformer with a large a-

amount of magnetic leakage between the primary and the

secondary coils. Since an air gap must be made in the msg-

netic circuit to allow the motor to operate, it is evident

that the wattless magnetizing current of an induction

motor must be materially greater than that of a trans-

former. In fact, the no-load current of some comparative-

ly small motors of this type, which show quite a high ef-

ficiency is entirely comparable to the full-load current.

To redu,.-;e the cattless current to a reasonable limit every

effort must be bent to decrease the reluctance of the

air gaps.

As the anmattne conductor may be embedded in the

armature corn, it is possible to make the air gal0

simply that required for mechanical clearance, and, by

care in workmanship, this may be Made very small compar-

ed with dynamos built according to ordinary methods.

On its output side the poly-phase induction motor is

the electromechanical equivalent of the continuouz-our-

rent shunt-wound motor with a large value of armature

reaction. The connecting link between the input side and

out: ut side is the magnetic field, which may be consid-

ered as two or more superim posed magnetic fields statioa

ary with reference to each primary coil but alternating

in value at the supply frequency, or it may with ecpial

accuracy and convenience be considered as a single res-

ultant field of practically constant strength, but re-

volving in space with reference to the primary circuit.
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In an induction motor the rotation is produced

by the reaction of the armature or induced current,

on the revolbing magnetic field which results in dragging

the moving element around in orger to keep up with the

field plux as it passes around the face of the primary

windings. This field, being the resultant of two or more

alternating currents of different phases, rotates with a

polar frequency of the supplied voltage.

The secondary winding tensists of isulated copper

bbas set in slots in a laminated iron core and running

across the armature parallel with this axis of rotation.

This separation of the old copper disk into nal/mom/

bMs costrains.the currents to flow in the best direction

for prodUding troque and avoids the waste the un-

strained foucalt currents in the Arago disk and thus makes

the motor more efficient. If the currents were not re-

strained by this separation into strips parallel to the

axis of revolution all of the force exerted between it

and the field will not be in a taagential direction so as

to be useful in producing rotation. The torque in the

Arago disk, slotted as above mentioned is greatly increas-

ed by mounting upon a laminated core, which would furnish

a path of low reluctance for the flux between roles of op-

posite signs. The flux for a given magneto-motive force

would thereby be greater, and the torque would be increaed.

If the voltage unpressed upon an induction motor be

increased, there will result a proportional increase in
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the flux linked with the rotor and, in consequence , a

proportional increase in the rotor current. As the tor-

que depends upon the product of the flux and the rotor

ampere turns it follows that the torque vales directly as

the square of the impressed voltage.

The capacity of a motor is therefore changed when it

is operated on circuits of different voltages. The torq-

ue exerted on as constant loaded rotor is continuous

and constant in the case of a polyphase motor.

The magnetic field of any indictor motor, whether

supplied by polyphase, monocylic, or single phase electro

motor force is at normal condition of operation, that is,

near synchronism, a polyphase field, This to a certain,

extent all induction motors may be called polyphase mach-

ines. When supplied with a polyphase system of electro-

motive forces the internal reaction of the induction

motor are simplest and are only those of a transformer

with moving secondary, while in the single- phase in-

duction motor at the same time, a phase trasformation

occurs, the second or magnetizing phase being produced

from the impressed electro-motive forces of the motion

of the rolor which carries the induced currents in

quodrative position with the inducing current.

Three phase or quarter phase motor are the ones

most commonly used, while single phastmotors have found

a more limited application only, and especially for

small powers. In a single phase motor as before men-
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tionad , one of the two superimposed_magnettcquadrature

field is excited by the primary electric curcuit, the

other by the indUcedsecondary or armature currents

carried into quadrature position by the rotation of the

secondary. In either case, at or near synchronism the

magnetic fields are identical.

Suppose a motor to be without load, and devoid even

of friction at its hearings, the smallest driving forces

will then suffice to keep it at full speed. If it ran

actually at full speed, that is in absolute synchronism

with the retolving fluxes, there would be no relative mo-

tion between the fluxes and the rotor conduction, then

would be no cutting of magnetic lines, therefore no induc-

ed electro-motive forces , no currents in the rotor and no

driving forces. If a small load such as friction, be pres-

ent it will run a little slower cr in other words there val

be a ldls or slip4$ as it is called, the fluxes will then

be cut across the conductors and induce electromotv. tomes.

The effect will be the saris as if the flux stood still and

the rotor revolved backward at a speed equal to the dif-

ference of the speed of the fluxes and that of itself.

In this type of machine this slip or drop of speed

is necessary for developing torque.

It is quite evident that the velocity of rotation of

the armature can never equal that of the magnetism, since

the rotor conductors must cut the lines of force of the

field in order that an electrical pressure may be developed
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in the armature, that-isIthe stator magnetism must al-

ways have a relative velocity of rotation with reference

to the moving conductors. In any machine the relative

velocity v equals V- Vo where V and Vo are respectively the

number of revolutions per minute of the field magnetism aed

theirmtor conductors.

Since the currant in the rotor
, must be proportional

to the work done by the motor the slip must vary with the

load, and must be just sufficient, if the magnetism remains

constant, to counterbalance the drop of pressure caused by

the current flowing in the moving conductors. A variation

of slip demands a change in the angular velocity of the

armature conductors as the revolutions of the field magnet-

ism are controlled by the frequency of the current deliver-

ed to motor. It will thus be seen that the speed regulation

of a rotary field motor is directly dependant upon the

loss of pressure in the fotor conductors, ifwe neglect tit)

effect of armature reactions and drop of pressure in the

primary winding, the slip will be proportional to the

copper losses in the rotor.

As stated before the angular velocity of this resultant

rotating magnetic flux depends upon the frequency of the

current supplied to the motor and also upon the number of

pairs of poles in the field. In bipOlar machines, the num-

ber of rotations which the field makes per second is equal

to that of the periodicity of the supplied current. And

in those of multipolar design, the field frequetly is

(6)



equal to the current frequency divided by the number of

pairs of poles. At starting the relative velocity of the

fieldi magnetism and armature is evidently the slip. SL

Since the slip is maxirnim the armature current is there

fore very great, and the starting torque may a7so be very

great provided the armature reaction do not greatly dist-

urb the field . To avoid injury .to rotor from current

at starting,ieans must be taken to prevent its becoming

excessive.



Physical Characteristics of Machine.

5 Horse power

440 Volts.

1200 Revolutions per minute.

60 Cycles.

6 Pole

3 Phase

Vaterial.

1 Field Frame.

1 Shaft.

1 Rotor spider.

2 Bearing housings.

47 Rotor bars---Copper
.

94 Rotor bar tap screws.

170 Rotor laminations 15 mils.

170 Stator laminations 15 mils.

2 Brass short circuiting rings

2 Bronze stator end rings

2 Rabbit boxes

2 Slide rails

1 Eye o
1 Cast

b
ilrotn stator ring

2 Set screws fcr boxes
1 Wrought iron rotor ring

2 Tension screws
1 Split stator key

Vincr screws and bolts
1 Split rotor key

Insulation
72 Wound coils

4 f" X 14}" bolts---two nuts for each



The construction of an Induction Motor.

The castings of the machine which is the subject

of this thesis were secured from an eastern manufacturer.

They came in a rough condition and required considerable

machinery.

The rotor and stator laminations, the shaft and the

rotor bars were the parts that were sent finished.

As the lathes in the machine shop were too small

to accomodate the field frame of this machine it was

found necessary to make a pattern and have a block

cast in order that the head-stock could be raised to

the required height. After was cast, machined,

and put in place the field frame was put in and turned

to the proper size as shown in Plate 3. This work re-

quired great accuracy and was. therefore slow.

When the field frame was taken out of the lathe, the

bearing housings were placed in it and securely clamp-

ed. A ridge was machined on the edge which fits against

the field frame to correspond to a groove cut in the

field casting. This is shown in Plate 10. it will

be seen that this would cause the shaft to come directly

in the center of the field frame. This is very import-

ant on account of the small air gap as the slightest

inaccuracy woilld throw the rotor out cf center and

cause trouble when it came to revolving the rotor.

1.



The place for the babbit bearings were also bored

at this time.

The necessary oil and bolt holes were drilled in the

drill press. Plate I. shows the bearing housings in de-

tail.

The rotor ppider was placed in a lathe and a hole

bored for the shaft. A key way was cut by hand as that

was the most convenient way. The spider was then forced

on to the shaft with a pressure of 13,000 pounds. This

was done in the testing machine.

The shaft and spider were then placed in the lathe

and the spider turned down to the proper size and shape,

( Plate 7). A key way to contain the split key was cut

and the spider was ready to receive the lamruations.

The lammations were placed on the spider and forced

down with clamps. The cast iron rotor ring was broken

in this process and one of wrought iron was constructed

and proved very satisfactory. The split key was then

forced in. This key is held in place .by a groove mach-

ined in the rotor ring, (Plate 6). This split key in

place is shown nicely in rig. (la).

The short circuiting rings were placed on and the

rotor bars fastened on with bolts. The rotor was then

balanced and app.ears as in Figs. (3r )

After the field frame had been taken out of the

lathe it was :cut into the planer and the feet dressed oft.

It was then placed in the drill press and the necessary

holes bored. ( Plate 10). The field lammations were put

u.



in place and secured by a split key.
-

On each end of the lamnated field were placed bronze

rings (Plate 6) having teeth to correspond to those of

the laminations. These were put on to protect the coils

from being cut by the Sharp edges of the lam nations.

The slide rails were placed on the planer and mach

ined as per Plate 8.

The coils were built on a woo4i frame made for this

purpose. After being wound on the frame they were taken

off and wrapped with insulatin.-ff tape.

Insulation of a thickness of 15 mills was cut and

placed in the slots. The coils were then put on and the

slots were closed by means of wooden plugs.

Before painting the machine was thoroughly filed

and scrapped in order that all adhereing sand and dirt

might be removed.



Figure T.

This photogra; elidws the field frame as it appeared

clamped to a face plate. This was before any machinz had

been done on it.





Figure II.

This is a view of the oth3r end of the rotor '11-11

shows the notches in which the dhcrt citing rings

rest. It also chows the roughness of the castings before

filing.





Figure III.

This picture shows the rotor after the lamiations

had been put in place. The split key is shown very nic-

ely.
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Figure IV.

This is a picture of some of the smaller parts

of the machine. The heavy short mrcuity rings are shown

on the The rotor bars are lying in the center

and left of the foreground. The statorand rotorlam

illation are also shown.





Figure V.

This -icture shows all the material except coils &

insulation which extend into the construction of the

machine under discussion. Also shows relative size

of machine.
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